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The main goal when constructing Earth models is to forecast one or more variables which are then used 
to make an informed decision. In order to improve the forecasts, a lot of effort is traditionally devoted to 
the integration of all sources of available data into the Earth models. It is now commonly accepted that 
the issues of data sparsity, measurement error and model error render necessary the construction of an 
ensemble of multiple models in order to properly quantify uncertainty. Because model generation can be 
very consuming in terms of resources and time, assessing uncertainty in the forecasts becomes 
impractical in most circumstances.  
 
In this presentation, I will present an alternative approach termed “Bayesian Evidential Learning” (BEL). 
BEL reformulates the inversion problem by avoiding the expensive and generally difficult task of model 
inversion. This approach is in line with the Bayesian approach and is a data-driven methodology. Instead 
of generating models that match all available data to assess uncertainty on the forecast, BEL uses a 
combination of statistical learning techniques and Monte-Carlo sampling to establish a relationship 
between the data (observable) variables and the prediction (forecast) variables. The set of prior models 
(that do not match the data) is used to generate an initial prior sample of both the data and prediction 
variables. A low dimensional representation of both variables is desirable to find the statistical 

relationship; hence dimensionality reduction techniques are employed. The observed data is then used in 

combination with the estimated relationship to produce a statistical uncertainty model for the prediction 
variable. This allows quantifying posterior uncertainty on the prediction variable without any explicit 
inversion, and hence without constructing additional models.  
 
BEL has been applied to real case studies, such as future production of a Libyan oil field,, groundwater 
management in Denmark, contaminant remediation in Colorado and geothermal energy in Belgium. 
Some of the applications will be demonstrated in this presentation. 
 


